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C urrent efforts to slow health care spending center on
changing the way physicians are paid. As payers move

away from fee-for-service, physician organizations are in-
creasingly taking on contracts with population spending bud-
gets.1 This transition revamps their business model. Revenue
centers can become cost centers. Loss leaders can become
opportunities for savings. With a budget in hand at the begin-
ning of a year, physician organizations must now decide how
to pay their constituent providers in a way that maximizes the
value of care they deliver.

This is a difficult task amidst organizational hierarchies that
reflect the fee-for-service paradigm. Across the country, many
physician organizations are bracing for battles between depart-
ments and divisions for shares of a constrained budget. Paying
the old way based on relative value units (RVUs) is not ideal,
as volume can drive down potential savings under the budget.
Paying for quality is difficult, as quality metrics outside of
primary care remain underdeveloped. Splitting the global bud-
get into mini-budgets is plausible, but determining the amount
and growth rate for one practice or specialty relative to another
is challenging.

Innovations in physician payment are needed, yet frame-
works for how to innovate are lacking. We discuss a simple
framework for thinking about innovations in physician
payment.

THINKING INSIDE THE BOX

Traditionally, innovations in physician payment involved tog-
gling one of three levers—the degree of financial risk that
physicians bear, the extent of payment based on quality, and
the level at which incentives are targeted—each captured on a
simple continuum (Fig. 1).
On the first dimension, fee-for-service spares the physician

of risk, whereas capitation places risk on the physician. For
30 years, payment oscillated between these two extremes,
each having its well-known shortcomings. Accountable care

organizations today vary widely on this dimension, with some
facing little risk (such as the initial years of the Medicare
Shared Savings Program), and others substantial risk (some
private insurer contracts). Risk also manifests through bundled
payments or episode-based payments, which are effectively
pieces of a global budget that cover certain segments of care.
The second dimension, pay-for-performance, offsets finan-

cial risk by providing a menu of process, outcome, or patient
experience targets tied to additional bonus payments. Despite
its popularity, pay-for-performance remains a small part of
total physician compensation. In 2012, less than 15 % of
payments for privately insured individuals were tied to quality.
The third dimension is the organizational level at which

incentives are set. Individual- and group-level incentives moti-
vate people in different ways. While the latter are more powerful
in some contexts,2 whether they outperform individual incentives
in a given clinical situation remains largely unknown.
Together, these three dimensions encase the major payment

systems envisioned to date. Within this framework, current
payment reforms are pushing provider organizations away
from the intersection of these 3 axes—the pure RVU
system for the individual—towards a group-level budget
based on quality (the opposite corner of the box, not drawn).
This, however,may not be the onlyway forward. Conceptually,

physician organizations face the question of whether their “sweet
spot” for incentives exists inside the box or outside the box, where
other dimensions on which to base payment might exist.

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX

What are other dimensions on which to base payment? Value
is one.3 When value is invoked, it usually assumes the tradi-
tional form: Value = Benefit/Cost. However, inmost instances,
our understanding of benefits and costs is fixed based on
average treatment effects found in an observational study or
clinical trial, with little nuance regarding clinical appropriate-
ness for a given patient or situation. An improved value
equation could be the following:

Value ¼ Appropriateness x Benefit
.
Cost

This equation recognizes the clinical nuance of a medical
service. The appropriateness variable could represent thePublished online September 23, 2014
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degree to which a service is indicated. In other words, it might
represent the likelihood that the benefit will be realized, given
patient characteristics. For example, imaging for non-specific
low back pain may differ in value from imaging for low back
pain with red-flag signs. Similarly, a stent for stable angina
may differ in value from a stent for unstable angina. Organi-
zations under global budgets could determine their own ap-
propriateness multiplier and use it to price their medical ser-
vices in a more nuanced way. Although most global budget
contracts stil l rely on the RVU fee schedule for
accounting purposes, which prices a given service the same
irrespective of appropriateness, it is reasonable to imagine that
physician organizations can be more thoughtful and critical in
setting prices for their providers. For starters, they could refer
to the published lists of the American Board of Internal Med-
icine Foundation’s Choosing Wisely Campaign.
Behavioral economics offers other dimensions. The size

and timing of payment could be toggled to make incentives
more salient: giving physicians rewards in smaller chunks
more often changes rewards from a single, delayed gratifica-
tion to a more frequent, immediate gratification.4 “Loss aver-
sion” or the “endowment effect” could be used to make
incentives more powerful: a portion of fees could be initially
withheld, and paid upon achievement of targets at the end of a
year.5 Alternatively, a group’s budget could be awarded in
January, with portions clawed back should attainment of qual-
ity or spending targets not occur by December. Peer pressure
could empower incentives still, for example by redesigning
absolute productivity on volume or quality into relative

productivity across individuals or groups within the organiza-
tion. While these options may have theoretical appeal, they
undoubtedly face practical challenges such as securing physi-
cian buy-in. Nevertheless, for the innovative physician orga-
nization that is willing to experiment, behavioral economics
offers dimensions outside the box.
Many other dimensions reside outside the box. The

nature of physician work (including its cognitive or
procedural demands), the extent of physician effort, and the
efficiency of physician teamwork are a few. No payment
system is likely to be perfect. For some physician organiza-
tions, innovations may come from finding a better mix among
the three traditional dimensions. For others, innovations could
come from outside the box. With roots in fee-for-service,
organizations are now crucial laboratories for payment inno-
vations that could help them succeed under global budgets and
help design tools for encouraging higher value care across the
health care system.
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Fig. 1. The three dimensions along which innovations in physician payment have traditionally taken place: (1) the degree of financial risk that
physicians bear, (2) the extent to which payment is based on quality, and (3) the level of the organization at which incentives are targeted.
Current reforms are moving physicians away from the intersection of the three lines—which denotes the pure RVU system with no quality
components for the individual—towards the opposite corner of the box, which captures the idea of a group-level global budget based on quality.

Despite current reforms, physician payment in the U.S. remains closer to the former point than the latter.
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